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1ST UNICA PHD MASTER CLASS: September 

2009: Supervision in Doctoral Education  



Focus on quality of supervision 

 
ÅMethodology: plenary lectures, 

SWOT analyses, working groups, 

POSTERS 



Keynote Speaker: Prof. Jean Chambaz,  

former Chair of the EUA Council for Doctoral 

Education and current President of the University 

of Paris Pierre and Marie Curie (PARIS VI) 

 

Rethinking doctoral education as a 

driver for the knowledge-based society  



Sptember 2011 



Keynote Speaker: Prof. Barbara Evans, former Dean of the 

Faculty of Graduate Studies at the University of British Columbia 

and former Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research Training) at The 

University of Melbourne. 

 

Recent developments in enhancing 

doctoral supervision ï Canada, the 

US and Australia 



Modus operandi 

The 2nd UNICA MASTER CLASS focused on the 

creation of a toolkit for supervision. 

 To structure the 4 day program it was decided to have 

two sessions with three parallel working groups 

each addressing different topics related to supervision 

which were each related to a set of questions as 

starting point. Each group took part in a 

brainstorming session on each set of tools: A-B-C-

D-E-F (for the description of the set of tools please 

see the below). During plenary sessions, all 

spokespersons presented the reflections and the 

feedback of the group on the given set of tools. After 

the plenary session, each group wrote down first 

conclusions on a set of tools assigned. 



SET OF TOOLS A: PROCESS OF SELECTION  

 

Å - Criteria: how to determine them? Are the criteria 

alike for different research fields?  

Å - How are prospective doctoral students examined?  

Å - Is the process of selection of doctoral candidates 

transparent? Are there institutional policies 

established for the recruitment and selection?  

Å - Who takes the recruitment decisions?  

 



SET OF TOOLS B: SUPERVISION AND TEAM 

BUILDING  

 

Å - Is an experienced researcher enough to 

guarantee an effective doctoral supervision?  

Å - How are the candidates supervised (in teams or 

by one supervisor continuously)?  

Å - How to establish working relationships with 

candidates?  

Å - What is the process of building a team?  

Å - How do team members work?  

 



SET OF TOOLS C: MOTIVATION AND 

ENCOURAGEMENT  

 

Å - How to handle failure and how to tackle crisis?  

Å - Should risks be taken?  

Å - What is the driving force in doctoral supervision?  

 



SET OF TOOLS D: MONITORING PROCESS  

 
Å - How do we examine and measure doctoral 

outcomes?  

Å - Are there institutional standards set for doctoral 

awards that need to be considered in the monitoring 

process?  

Å - What is the minimum schedule for supervisor-

supervisee meetings?  

Å - Who is responsible for the monitoring? What are 

the areas a supervisor and a supervisee are jointly 

responsible for?  

Å - Are there any differences depending on the 

field/discipline?  

Å - Whom the monitoring process should be reported 

to?  

 



SET OF TOOLS E: SHARING RESPONSIBILITY  

 

Å - What is the distribution of roles and tasks?  

Å - What are the responsibilities and rights of involved 

partners?  

Å - How to define the interaction institution-

supervisor-doctoral candidate in the structural 

doctoral education?  

 



SET OF TOOLS F: HANDBOOK FOR 

SUPERVISORS  

 

Å - Is a handbook for supervisors useful and 

necessary?  

Å - What is its table of contents?  

Å - What are the practical needs of supervisors? How 

do they alter with regard to the changing contexts of 

doctoral supervision?  

 



Testimonials/1 

Å "The UNICA Master Class offered me a unique 

opportunity to share information and insights with a 

diversity of international professionals in doctoral 

education. The interaction during the group 

sessions and wide-ranging selection of practice-

oriented topics made it an enriching experience that 

will undoubtedly bring benefits to all participants for 

their very specific needs." 



Testimonials/2 

ÅThe UNICA MASTER CLASS is a Master Class in 

its best sense: It is characterized by openness of 

the mind and an ethical commitment to doctoral 

education. The MASTER CLASS courses are an 

example of institutional and intellectual diversity 

within the European framework. Doctoral education 

is a European and global issue and for Europe's 

way to a knowledge-based society and economy  

Å the track to tailored doctoral education has no 

alternative. The PhD was invented in the medieval 

European University; so it is up to a European 

Master Class to develop this tradition and adapt it to 

the needs of contemporary European societies."  



Testimonials/3 

Å "UNICA MASTER CLASS definitely helped me to 

immerse into the depth of doctoral education 

organization in Europe. Positive, stress free 

networking environment influenced discussion, 

thoughts construction, encouragement of positive 

interaction and outcomes. Many thanks, dear 

organizers and participants, for all your help and 

cooperation. I will very much look forward to 

working with you again in the near future. "  



3rd UNICA Master Class: How to Support 

Professional and Personal Development of 

Individual Doctoral Candidates: Methods, 

Measures, Instruments, Tools, September 2012 



Methodology 

ÅStatements 

ÅGallery walk 

ÅPlenary lectures 

ÅWorking groups 



Keynote speech by Prof. Inga Bostad, Prorector of 

the University of Oslo, member of the UNICA Steering 

Committee  

 

   

 Doctoral training and the 

mission of a University 



Sandraôs Touch 

 

Observations by Sandra Bitusikova, Matej Bel 

University, EUA-CDE Senior Adviser  

 

 

  



4 domains 

 

12 sub-domains 

 

63 descriptors 

 

 

Transferrable skills 

http://www.vitae.ac.uk/researchers/437091/What-is-the-Researcher-Development-Framework.html 



MARIBIC Mariculture 
Business 

Innovation Center 



Social programme: Trip to Stone: ñTown of 

Oystersò   

 

 



Proceedings 

Å1 
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